
CORNIZZOLO CUP 2008
“ CZECH INTERNATIONAL FAI CLASS 2 OPEN “.

Organiser: Aero Club Lecco www.aeroclublecco.eu ; 
                  Cornizzoloeventi.org www.cornizzoloeventi.org  official web site.

Period : 20- 26 of july 2008
Place: Mount Cornizzolo Suello Lecco Italy.

Detail costs in excel sheet attachment, they include a minimun quality service 
per event.
The organiser will reserve to find more sponsors to cover their extra costs and 
it will be available to insert their in CornizzoloEventi.org  web site.

Max pilots partecipants: nr. 130, minimum reserve 50 to Czech Pilots.     
Local  staff  organization  eight  people  involved.  Six  drivers  and  two 
coordinators.

TOURSIT  INFORMATION  OFFICE  -  LECCO'S  DISTRICT
www.turismo.provincia.lecco.it       info.turismo@provincia.lecco.it        
www.lakecomo.com  www.lakeofcomo.info

"Pedemontana": It's the Italian word to define the belt of the Alps just behind 
the flatlands; it's a magic word that identifies the gate to enter into the sky's 
highways. The Cornizzolo's flying area is a wonderful thermal area to be fully 
discovered.

The Cornizzolo's territories offer to the free flyer the ideal soaring condition 
determined by the air flow coming from the flatland toward the mountains. It 
is a classic nationals and international free flight competition area.

The Suello's landing called "Malpensa 2000" for its huge dimensions as like as 
the Milan's international airport, is a very luxury area that, thanks to the effort 
of the two local clubs: Scurbatt and Paragliding club Lecco, become a basic 
meeting site for pilots of all the world.

The Cornizzolo mount is not reachable by private cars as the road is pretty 
narrow and is closed at halfway. If you do not want to make a 45 minutes 
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walk, (it needs 1h45'of walk from the landing field to the take off carring the 
glider); otherwise, the take off can be easily reached using the bus shuttle 
starting  every  day  at  1  pm  (also  at  3  and  6 pm  in  spring-summer,  or 
continuously in the day on saturday and sunday), from Suello landing field just 
near the EHQ, close to the Cielo e Terra pub/restaurant. 

Legenda: T take-off  LZ landing zone

 
 
To  reach  SUELLO  (5  km  from  Lecco),  located  just  at  the  feet  of  mount 
Cornizzolo,  you  have  to  reach  Milan,  then  you  have  to  follow  the  street 
indication for Lecco (highway). The landing is just near the highway, close to 
the "Erba-Como" exit.

The Cornizzolo mount is 1240 m. tall. The competition take off is a wide grass 
field located on the west side of the top that can host over than 200 wings. 
The take off is called "centrale", to reach it the pilots will have to walk for a 
few minutes from the road. For training flights there is the "Risparmio" take 
off, very close to the road, can host some tenth of wings and commonly used 
by local pilots.

All the take off are wide and very safe, without obstacles or trees. It is possible 
to fly having the wind coming from the south directions; it is extremely unsafe 
to fly with north wind.



To help the pilots, it has been installed an automatic meteo station providing: 
wind speed, wind direction and temperature. It  can be called by phone (n. 
333.1132037); The data will be provided in Italian speech.

Starting from Cornizzolo, it is possible to perform several cross flight for every 
skill level. 

Since  the  1995  Aero  Club  Lecco  and  Cornizzoloeventi.org  with  local  clubs 
organised  all  paragliding  and  aerobatic  international  competition  events 
including  for  sixt  times  the  World  Cup  events  see 
http://2007.paraglidingworldcup.org/.

Aero Club Lecco and Cornizzoloeventi.org, wishes you 'Fly high'.


